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Presentation Notes
Here are a few trends that will have an impact on utilities in 2018. Digital Transformation is the profound transformation of business and organizational activities, processes, competencies and models to fully leverage the changes and opportunities of a mix of digital technologies and their accelerating impact across society in a strategic and prioritized way, with present and future shifts in mind. Most large utilities will have a digital transformation strategy.
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…digital transformation strategies create new requirements for GIS. The traditional view a utility has of GIS must change and evolve to fully leverage new capabilities. Assets are moving to a higher fidelity recording of the equipment in the field to support ADMS and other technologies. Speed of updates and better coordination between office and field, moving from basic maps of assets to information products (ex: feeders showing % of DG installed), advancing the way integration is done (from ETL to services). GIS is being asked not get to map assets but perform on demand analytics to understand how the network is performing. GIS is being asked to work with IOT devices, leverage big data stores, and AI/deep learning. Finally GIS is being asked to connect everyone inside and outside the organization with geography – a common language. 



ArcGIS | A Complete GIS Platform
Aligned to how people and organizations want to work and collaborate 
using technology
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As the requirements for GIS have evolved so has ArcGIS. ArcGIS is a complete, integrated GIS platform. Although it has many capabilities and apps these are all engineered to work together and aligned to how people and organizations want to work today. We also think of ArcGIS as a distributed GIS or a System of Systems. 



Complete Utility GIS
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We view a complete Utility GIS as these 5 systems. Some may only be leveraging 1 or 2 of these systems and that’s OK. You can start where it makes sense and over time more towards a complete Utility GIS. This represents many years of work and a huge investment, it has brought Esri to a place where we are the only software company that can deliver this. 
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